ASTRO-H is the 6th Japanese X-ray astronomy satellite, which is scheduled to be launched in 2014 and will be operated as an observatory open to the global astronomy community. We are developing the data analysis framework with the Geant4-based Monte Carlo simulation core and the numerical models of the on-orbit environmental radiation and the full-satellite mass structure. In addition to them, the framework has the mechanism to connect and control data processing modules developed independently and data communication channel among them, which has been technically proven by simulations and analysis of Suzaku, HXD, many other detectors and astrophysical issues.

The development strategy:
Use the heritages of previous missions, such as Suzaku, to reduce the development cost and make the outputs as reliable as possible.
• Use the object-oriented analysis framework “ANL++” (sometimes pronounced or written as “ANL plus”), which is the successor of the official Suzaku software framework “ASTE_ANL” and has been proven its usability and reliability by adopted to some experiments and astrophysical data analysis.
• The core Monte Carlo engine is Geant4.
• Active collaborations with nearby projects.
• Use the geometry and radiation computation tools external of (or maybe redundant to) the Geant4 functions, such as CAD geometry and external activation library, in order to effective development by the collaborators.

Geometry (mass model) description:
As ASTRO-H is a large scale and complex satellite, its parts shall be supplied from many constructors. Some of them are scientific instruments, whose supplier might be able to supply geometry information suitable for Geant4 simulation; others are, however, not familiar with such simulations and the geometries are expected to be supplied as CAD format such as STEP.
• We, thus, began developing geometry importing method by converting STEP file to GDM (Geometry Description Markup Language) supported by Geant4 toolkit.
• GDM can supply Geant4 geometry from outside of the executable image: this means that the geometry update no more requires the software update and the geometries can be maintained as independent data sets.
• Traditional Geant4 geometry can be converted to a GDM by Geant4 itself, and we can merge that to CAD-based ones.

A demonstration of STEP + traditional geometry and its application:
As the first step of the geometry generator, we built simplified mass models of the ASTRO-H satellite body with GDM and a SGD with traditional Geant4 code, and merged them into one GDM.
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